CFS 9.2 MP 3.0 – Fluid Interface Phase II

This New User Interface dynamically adapts to the device being used from desktops to reduced viewing space of smartphones and tablets.

Please mark your Calendars!!!

PeopleSoft Financials - CFS Data Warehouse & CFS Production - will be down beginning Friday, Apr 24th, at 6:00 p.m. so that CMS can perform this system-wide upgrade. During this time, users will not have access to CFS Data Warehouse & CFS Production. Please plan accordingly!

Both CFS Data Warehouse & CFS Production will be up on Monday, Apr 27th at 8:00 a.m.

1. **NEW** front page look with unmovable pre-defined Direct Link Tiles that will be maintained by CMS. This page is to remain as delivered with no additions or subtractions of tiles.
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2. Four **NEW** user-defined pages to store your favorite Direct Links that will be maintained by the users. These pages can be customized with tiles of the user’s preference.
3. The **NEW** “CSU” branding.

4. The “Classic Home” tile and look has been removed. All navigation of menu items will be done through the “Navigator” tile at the top.

Please take a look at this great training video that CMS provided at the link below.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fTXX2FQH-R8&feature=youtu.be
If you have any questions, please correspond through email to any of the following individuals:

Mysesha.Dickerson@csueastbay.edu
Joseph.Andrews@csueastbay.edu
Vareece.Lincoln@csueastbay.edu
Shannon.Tu@csueastbay.edu

Go –Live is Monday, April 27, 2020!